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Overview:

The purpose of the OracleTrader (OT) software is to give you, the Forex news trader, the
direction a currency pair is likely going to take, at news time, even before the market actually moves.
Additionally, the Auto-Click feature of the OT gives you the option to have the OT client “click” your
account into the market immediately upon receipt of the trade direction. You simply configure the OT
client to work with your dealing station and “press the button” for you to open a trade in the currency
market.

1. Getting Started:

Please make sure that you have downloaded the OracleTrader (OT) software to your computer
so you can follow along on your computer with these instructions.

When the program is first started you will see an Auto-Updater window that will pop up for a
brief moment. This is verifying that you have the latest  version of the client. If  you do not,  it  will
download the latest  version for you automatically.  Note: If
the OT program hangs with this message, it is because
firewall software on your  computer is blocking the OT
program. Please permit the oracletrader.exe program in your
firewall software.

Illustration 1.1

The very first option you will be presented with after
the Auto-Updater has run is the Disclaimer dialog box. You
must press I Agree before you can continue. If you do not
agree  then  the  program  will  not  run.  The  text  of  the
disclaimer reads as follows:

“There  are  inherent  risks  associated  with  utilizing
Internet-based  signaling  software  services  including,  but  not
limited to, the failure of hardware and software. By clicking the I
Agree button  you  release Global  Profit  Systems International
LLC,  its  officers  and employees  and affiliates  of  any and all
liability  for  any losses you  may incur  while  using  this  Oracle
Trader Software.”

        Illustration 1.2
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2. Logging into OracleTrader:

After you agree to the Disclaimer, you will be presented with the Login dialog box.

Note: Your OT username is the same username you received when
you first logged in to the Forex Traders Daily website.  To log into
the OT software you will  use the username and password that  was
provided to you via the e-mail address you provided when you signed
up. Existing users who set a password for the older version of OT will
continue to use that same password.

If you forget your password, you can use the “Forgot password?”
link which will instruct you to connect to the Members site to recover
your password.

Note: Only one login is permitted per username to the OT
client. If  a  duplicate  login  is  attempted,  the  first  login  will  be
disconnected and the second attempt will connect and a duplicate login error will be displayed.

(This space was left blank intentionally)
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3.  The  OracleTrader
Interface:

The  OracleTrader
(OT)  client  interface  is  very
simple  to  use  once  you
understand  the  different
components.  Please refer to
the picture below as you read
the  description  of  the  main
OT interface.

Once  you  have
successfully  logged  into  the
OT client, you can disconnect
at  any  time  with  the
Disconnect  button  (#1).  The
Menu  option  (#2)  will  allow
you to change audio  setting
and also enable logging and
Auto-Click  images.  The
Calendar  menu  option  (#3)
will display a list of upcoming
news  releases  that  will  be
broadcast through the OT. 

The “On” and “Off” buttons (#4) are used to configure the Auto-Click and to disable Auto-Click while
the “test” button is used to manually send the Clicks you have configured. The text box (#5) is used to
receive up-to-the- minute information from the trade moderator during a Profit  Center (live  trade)
event. The triggers for the news event (#6) are auto filled from the server for news events, but can be
overridden by you. There are four rows (#7) of possible news events which can be monitored at one
time. Each can signal a Sell or a Buy and a revision if applicable. If the Auto-Click has been enabled
for a particular row (#8), the “AC” button will  be displayed. You can quickly enable and disable a
configured Auto-Click for a particular row with this button. When a Safe Buy signal is received (#9), it
will show as a bright green color. If the release does not trigger a Safe or a Medium trade (#10), then
there will be no color change in the oval. A Safe Sell (#11) will show in bright red. A Medium Sell
trigger will  be displayed in brown (#12) while a Medium Buy trigger will  be displayed in blue (not
shown). Every news release will show the actual size of the deviation from the expected number in
the oval. The “minimized” option (#13) will shrink the OT client to a smaller footprint which will allow
more desktop space during a trade. The “always on top” option (#14) will put the OT client on top of
all other applications. The bottom right-hand corner (#15) of the OT client displays a speed test in
milliseconds (ms) which tells how fast the client is receiving a signal from the OT Server. 

4. Configuring the Auto-Click:

The Auto-Click  is  a powerful  feature which,  if  configured correctly,  will  “click”  you into the
market through your dealing platform. It is important that you closely follow all  the instructions to
successfully configure the Auto-Click feature. 
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The first time you attempt to enable and configure the Auto-Click during a trading session, you
will be required to agree to the disclaimer (illustration 4.1).

The entire text of the disclaimer is as follows:

“There  are  inherent  risks  associated  with  utilizing
Internet-based  dealing  execution  software  including,  but  not
limited to, the failure of hardware and software. The Auto-Click
software has certain inherent risk as well, including total failure
or  worse,  improper  operation  or  use  which  could  potentially
result in entering a trade that could result in a loss. There are no
guarantees of execution and losses are still possible and in using
the Auto-Click feature you are assuming all risk. By clicking the “I
agree button” you acknowledge and accept responsibility for the
outcome  of  using  the  Auto-Click  feature  of  this  product  and
hereby  release  Global  Profit  Systems  International  LLC,  its
officers  and  employees  and  affiliates  of  any  liability  and
responsibility for any losses that may occur as a result of using
the Auto-Click feature.”

Illustration 4.1

(This space was left blank intentionally)
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Auto-Click Window:

Once you  have  agreed  to  the  Disclaimer,  you will  be  presented with  the  main  Auto-Click
window. This is where you have two options for configuring the Auto-Click. You can configure up to
four separate Auto-Click stations (#1) which can all be configured to click the same dealing station or
four separate dealing stations. For those who like the help a Wizard provides, you can use the Wizard
Quick Setup (#2) to guide you through the Auto-Click setup. This is covered in the next  section.
Optionally,  you can enter a Station name (#3) which is useful when using more than one dealing
station during a news event. This label will display on the main OT window when you put your mouse
over the AC button. The “Mouse cursor locations” (#4) is where the actual “clicks” are configured
which will enter you into a trade when the selected Trigger Level is hit. The Trigger Level you select
(#5) will determine how much deviation in the news release is required to activate the Auto-Click. You
can enable an audible alert (#6) which will play a “conflicting data” message in the event that multiple
releases conflict. Some dealing stations require more time between clicks and the Multi-click Delay
(#7) will enable you to adjust the amount of time in milliseconds between each click. When trading on
multiple dealing stations you may want  to select  the Station Delay (#8)  so you can add time in
milliseconds between  clicks  on your  different  stations.  When specifying the  Auto-Click,  you  may
select one of four rows of releases for each Auto-Click (#9). You could set all four Auto-Click stations
for Row 1 if you so desired with different Triggers and dealing stations. Depending on the amount of
clicks required by your dealing station to enter a trade (#10), the Auto-Click feature supports one, two
or three clicks, with each click configured independently of each other. This means with two or three
clicks, each click can be in a different part of your screen. If you need to start over when configuring
the Auto-Click locations (#11), the Reset button is a quick way to clear the current settings. 
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Auto-Click Details: 

Station Name:

Optionally, you can enter a Station name which is useful
when using more than one dealing station during a new
event.  This  label  will  display  on  the  main  OT  window

when you put your mouse over the AC button as shown in Illustration 4.2.

         

      Illustration 4.2

Trigger Level:

You must select  either  a Safe trigger  or a  Medium trigger  for your  Auto-Click
setting.  The Default setting is Safe. With Safe selected, the Auto-Click will only
activate if the Safe deviation that is configured in the primary OT window is met
(See  Illustration  4.3).  A  Safe  trigger  is  a  lower  risk
selection.  With  Medium  selected,  the  Auto-Click  will

only activate if the Medium deviation that is configured in the primary OT
window  is  met.  A  Medium  Trigger  is  a  higher  risk  selection.  Note:  If
Medium  is  selected,  the  Auto-Click  will  NOT  activate  if  the  Safe
trigger is met or exceeded.                                                                   Illustration 4.3

Audible Signals:

You can enable an audible alert which will play a “conflicting data” message in the
event that multiple releases conflict. If the data of any of the Rows conflicts with
the trigger of your Auto-Click enabled Row, then this message will be played. If
you  are  not  concerned  with  the  possibility  of  conflicting  data  which  could
immediately change the direction of the market or you are trading a cross pair in

which conflicting data would not apply, then you can select Don’t Alert Me to silence the possible
announcement. 

Multi-click Delay:

Some dealing stations may require more time between each click and the Multi-
Click Delay setting will enable you to adjust the amount of time in milliseconds
between each click (1000ms = 1 second). For example; it may take more than

50ms for your dealing station to generate a confirmation box which is where the second click may
have been targeted during your setup. A faster computer will actually get you into the market faster as
it will run your dealing station code more quickly.  Note: It is highly recommended when using the
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double  or  triple  click  settings  to  test  your  Auto-Click  setup  on  a  demo  dealing  station  before
attempting to use your Auto-Click on a live dealing station.

Station Delay:

Depending on your setup, trading with multiple dealing stations may require more
time between each click and the Station Delay setting will enable you to adjust the
amount of time in milliseconds between each click (1000ms = 1 second).  For

example; if you set up your stations to enter multiple entries on the same broker account, it may take
more than 50ms for your first trade to be entered. In this case you would want to delay the second
entry so you are able to enter multiple trades. A faster computer will actually get you into the market
faster as it will  run your dealing station code more quickly.  Note: It is highly recommended when
using the station settings to test your Auto-Click setup on a demo dealing station before attempting to
use your Auto-Click on a live dealing station.

Rows: 

When configuring the Auto-Click, you may select one of four rows of news releases for
each Auto-Click. You could set all three Auto-Click stations for Row 1 if you so desired
with different Triggers and dealing stations. The primary news release usually in focus
during a Profit Center (live news) event will  be broadcast on Row 1. Some traders
choose to trade other releases that are coming out at the same time that may be in
Row 3 or Row 4. 

Single Mouse Auto-Click:

The number of clicks which you select  will  depend  on
how many clicks are required by your dealing station to
enter the market. In the example shown, “One click” is
selected because the dealing station only requires one
click to create a market order. Once the number of clicks
is selected, simply click in the Sell Click 1 or Buy Click 1
box,  it  will  begin  flashing  to  indicated  it  is  ready  for
programming, and then simply move your mouse to the
location of your dealing station needing to be clicked and

press  P to program the Auto-Click  location.  After completing this task for the buy and sell,  your
selected Row will be activated when you close the Auto-Click window. 
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Double Mouse Auto-Clicks:

When your dealing station requires you to make two or
three clicks to enter the market, you must take extra care.
In the example shown, “Two clicks” is selected because
the dealing station (FXSol) requires two clicks to create a
market  order.  Once  the  number  of  clicks  is  selected,
simply click in the Sell Click 1 or Buy Click 1 box, it will
begin flashing to indicated it  is  ready for programming,
and  then  simply  move  your  mouse  to  the  first  click
location of your dealing station needing to be clicked and
press P to program the Auto-Click location. This is often
a Buy  or  Sell  button  next  to  the currency  pair  on  the
dealing station. After completing this task for the first buy
and  sell  Auto-Click  locations,  you  must  program  Sell

Click 2 and Buy Click 2. These clicks will actually be the confirmation boxes for either the Buy or the
Sell order requested from the first click. Note: After you have programmed the Sell Click 2 and Buy
Click 2 and then cancel  the confirmation boxes from your  dealing station, the actual screen-shot
which is displayed in the box will not show the confirmation box from your dealing station, as it is
literally showing what is happening at the configured X and Y coordinates of your screen. So don’t be
alarmed by what you see in these boxes.

Triple Mouse Auto-Clicks:
If you choose Three Clicks, you will configure your clicks in a similar fashion to the Two Click setup;
however, your dealing station would require three clicks for the Auto-Click to enter you into a trade. 

Auto-Click Setup Wizard:

If  you  would  rather  run  through  the
Wizard Quick Setup to configure your
Auto-Click  settings,  then  just  click
Start  Wizard in  the  top  right  of  the
main  Auto-Click  window.  This  will
launch  the  OT  Auto-Click  Setup
Wizard as show in Illustration 4.4 on
the next page. Choose Next to continue.
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Illustration 4.4

Auto-Click Setup Wizard:

Step 1: First you will have the option to enter a dealing
station name which is especially useful when using more
than  one  dealing  station  during  a  news  event  and
configuring multiple stations for Auto-Click. This label will
display on the main OT window
when you put your mouse over
the  AC  button  as  shown  in
Illustration 4.5.

     Illustration 4.5

Step  2: You  must  select  either  a  Safe trigger  or  a
Medium trigger for your Auto-Click setting. The Default
setting is Safe. With Safe selected, the Auto-Click will
only activate if the Safe deviation that is configured in
the primary OT window is met (See Illustration 4.3).  A
Safe  trigger  is  a  lower  risk  selection. With  Medium
selected, the Auto-Click will only activate if the Medium
deviation that is configured in the primary OT window is
met. A Medium Trigger is a higher risk selection. Note:
If  Medium  is  selected,  the  Auto-Click  will  NOT
activate if the Safe trigger is met or exceeded.
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Step  3: When  configuring  the  Auto-Click,  you  may
select one of the four rows of possible news releases
for  each  Auto-Click  Station.  You  could  set  all  three
Auto-Click  stations  for  Row 1 if  you  so  desired  with
different Triggers and dealing stations. A nifty feature in
the Wizard is the actual release assigned to each Row
is shown to help you choose the correct Row for your
Auto-Click. The primary news release usually in focus
during  a  Profit  Center  (live  news)  event  will  be
broadcast  on  Row 1.  Some  traders  choose  to  trade
other  releases that  are coming out  at  the same time
which may be in Row 3 or Row 4. 

Select a Row and choose Next to continue.

Step 4: You can enable an audible alert which will play
a “conflicting data” message in the event that multiple
news releases conflict. If any of the Rows data conflicts
with the trigger of your Auto-Click enabled Row, then
this message will be played. If you are not concerned
with  the  possibility  of  conflicting  data  which  could
immediately change the direction of the market or you
are trading a cross pair in which conflicting data would
not apply, then you can select Don’t Alert Me to silence
the possible announcement. The Default  is  Alert Me.

Choose Next to continue.

Step  5: The  number  of  clicks  which  you  select  will
depend  on  how  many  clicks  are  required  by  your
dealing  station  to  enter  the  market.  In  the  example
shown, “Single Click” is selected because the dealing
station only requires one click to create a market order
(there is not an additional confirmation box to click). 

Choose  Double Click if  your dealing station requires
you to  click  a  currency  pair’s  buy or  sell  button  first
(click one) and then click a button on a confirmation box
(click two) which then enters you into the trade. 
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Choose  Triple  Click if  your  dealing station  requires  three  clicks  to  create  a  market  order  (less
common). 

Once the number of clicks is selected, simply click Next to continue. 

Step 6 – The Sell: Depending on the number of Clicks
selected in Step 5, you will be required to program each
of your required clicks. Simply put your mouse over the
location of the first click required for a Sell and press
the P key on your keyboard. Immediately you will see a
screen shot of this Auto-Click location in the box shown
in the wizard.  This will  help you verify that  you have
clicked in the right place. If you need to adjust the Auto-
Click location, just press the P key on your keyboard
again and it will refresh the Auto-Click location. 

Choose  Next to  continue  after  configuring  the  Auto-
Click.

Step 7 – The Buy: After configuring the Sell Auto-Click
locations,  you  will  be  prompted  for  Buy  Auto-Click
locations. Simply put your mouse over the location of
the first click required for a Buy and press the P key on
your keyboard. Immediately you will see a screen shot
of  this  Auto-Click  location  in  the  box  shown  in  the
wizard. This will help you verify that you have clicked in
the  right  place.  If  you  need  to  adjust  the  Auto-Click
location, just press the P key on your keyboard again
and it will refresh the Auto-Click location. 

Choose  Next to  continue  after  configuring  the  Auto-
Click.

Step 8 Finish: Once all of the Auto-Click locations have
been configured,  the wizard  will  be  complete.  Simply
choose Finish and your selected Row will be ready to
Auto-Click  based  on  the  settings  chosen  during  the
wizard. 
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5. Additional Settings:

Custom Triggers:

The OracleTrader is very flexible in that you can either use the default triggers
during the Profit  Center  trades or  you  can choose your  own triggers.  It  is
recommended that beginners only use the settings supplied for each trade.

When inputting a custom trigger you must first verify the correct formatting.
You can do this by holding your mouse over the Row for the news event you
wish to use custom triggers on. This will display the name of the news event
and the proper formatting in the Expected number. In the example shown for
the Canada GDP below, the expected is 0.5 and your triggers would need to
be in a similar format (Example 1: using 0.3 in Safe means if  the number
comes out at 0.2 or below, or 0.8 or higher, the Auto-Click would trigger at the
Safe level). (Example 2: If the Expected on a UK Trade Balance was -6326,
and you wanted a trigger of one half of one billion, then your trigger would be
500.) If you enter a custom trigger, your entry will show bold. 

Remember,  if  you  enable
Auto-Click  with  a  Medium
trigger and the Safe level of
deviation  is  met,  then  the
Auto-Click  will  NOT  trigger,
as  you  specified  to  trigger
ONLY if the Medium level was hit.

During news releases that are not traded live in the Profit Center, you will be responsible for setting
your own deviation triggers. A feature that may help you set your custom trigger is that by holding
your mouse over the trigger box, a pop-up will show a list of custom triggers set by other traders. This
may help you in confirming your personal research. 
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